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RE: Proposed Force Pooling Regulations

Dear Chairman Gill Jr. and Board,

Mr. Gordon L. Moon - Board Member, requested at the hearing Wednesday October 24,2018, that I submit my testimony in writing as

a brief outline of considerations requested.

I proposed to the Chairman and Board that they consider 2 items regarding Force Pooling Regulations as follows

Detailed identification of vertical and/or horizontal target zones identified as the "common source of supply" in each forced
pooling, water flood, CO2, secondary recovery, etc. and/or drilling consent non-consent issues.

Example used from Axia Energy exhibits in Docket 2018-003 Cause 139-157 (pages 124 - Exhibit G thru K). First slides G

shows generalized log signatures used and generalized geology described, during the majority of spacing hearings. These
well log cross sections, including slide l, have typically also generalized the "common source of supply" and is often stated as
an interval from the Green River Formation - Tgr3 marker to the Mesaverde Formation. Axia slides H thru K indicate the
industry's ability to identify up to 9 potential horizontal targets and going on further to identify 6 primary targets with
petrophysical models identifying frac zone height and zone frac boundaries, both top and bottom as shown in Uteland Butte
Member of Green River. Slide K goes into further detail and identifies each target zone (ie. Forced pool zone, non-consent
zone, water flood zone, ......), that could be identified, including net feet, average porosity, recovery factor, etc.

Consideration of these geological details will help identify the future target zones and "common source of supply" language
used for contractual description and Board decisions.

Consideration of reviewing the Oklahoma State Pooling Order for guidance in establishing regulation or rulemaking to Utah
pooling regulations.

Provided to the Board where exhibits from Oklahoma State, digital file later provided by Julie Ann Carter.
Discussion briefly covered Options: 3. a. Participation Options a. thru d., Operators Lien: Deemed Election Upon Failure to
Perform: 7. and Subsequent Wells and Development 10.

These items were briefly discussed with inference of their simple filings, several bonus and royalty options available to mineral
owner, no non-consent penalty of 150% - 400o/o, participate in subsequent wells and if participant fails or refuses to pay or to
secure the payment of proportional share, owner is deemed to have elected paragraph 3. b. thru d., burden dependent.

This Oklahoma State Pooling order was brought to the attention of the Chaimtan and Board for Utah Regulation guidance

a Additional comments included

400% risk compensation seems excessive in the developed areas of the Uinta Basin, where just about everywhere has some
oil and or gas at some depth and the fact that a lot of wells will never reach 400% payout.
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Upfront cash calls can be excessive, if operators yearly budget consists of several wells and the smaller working interest
partners is expected to put several well AFE's upfront in a cash call. Reasonable development based on rig availability,
drilling schedule and/or actual rig move in, should influence drilling funds needed.

JOA costs for water, frac sand, water disposal and gas gathering are also usually a client's questionable items, which are
designed not to allow the operator to make a profit form partner well operations. Sometimes operator may own service
supplies which complicates JOA;s

Mr. Moon also at the testimony end asked a very important question of which I felt I didn't completely answer. The answer I gave was
an indication of how the little guy plays a role in the basin industry and my answer was solely focused on the real little guys like
landowners, ranchers and estate mineral owners. I have represented clients with large spread-out mineral interest and/ or royalties.

Not mentioned in my response to Mr. Moon are the little companies between landowners and large companies. These lndependents
are the majority of my clients in the basin and the best historical answer to Mr. Moon's question of the smaller group's value they play,

is from quoted statements from the early days of the first discovery of oil in Uinta Basin in September of 1948 by Equity Oil Company.

From google search - Petroleum Pioneers, First Utah Oil Well - (Utah Historical Quarterly - Utah State Historical Society, etal) the
following statements below are here to remember:

"The honor of bringing in the state's flrst commercial oil well went not to the 'Majors' but to an 'lndependent' - the Equity Oil Company,"
notes Osmond Harline in a 1963 article in Utah HistoricalQuarterly.
"The Ashley Valley No. 1, about 10 miles southeast of Vernal, produced about 300 barrels a day from 4,152fee|, Harline explains. "lt is
interesting to note that J.L. (Mike) Dougan, president and general manager of Equity Oil Company and a Salt Lake City resident, had
been drilling for oil in Utah for over 25 years."

"Dougan beat out larger and better financed competitors, including Standard Oil of California, Pure Oil, Continental Oil, and Union Oil.
Unlike the earlier attempts, Dougan had drilled far beyond the basin's typical depth of 1,000 feet to 2,000 feet. His Utah discovery
quickly launched a deep-drilling boom,"

This independent driven factor is still present from the recent early horizontal wells drilled by Harvest ? in the central basin and recent
horizontal drilling efforts in the Mancos Shale, instigated by KGH Operating Company and drilled by Whiting Petroleum partner. The
lndependents major roles are putting together geological drilling prospects, acquiring seismic, leases and risking their livelihood to
explore and produce hydrocarbons.

The rules and regulation must always help to maintain the presence of the little lndependent operator and the Chairman and Board
have a big responsibility to make sure these rules and regulation don't eliminate their participation by force pooling, non-consent,
excessive costs, regulation and most importantly not forgotten as the industries pioneers and stable partners. Spacing rules have also
had effects on their ability to compete and participate because larger companies are proposing and staking horizontal wells to operate
and capture their acreage. Sometimes leasing and agreements are fair, other times negotiations are futile for small lndependent
interest owners.

A lot of these little lndependent companies have a family presence in Utah, which helps keep, stabilize local economies, state
progress, development and localjobs. The income from industry is the lifeblood to the Uinta Basin and State, primarily the Wasatch
Front where hydrocarbon products are transported to the local refiners, developing fuels to maintain and achieve State economic
stability and growth. Fuel demand will rise and the costs, including burdensome taxes will always go up. To maintain economic growth,
the State needs this energy supply developed for the State of Utah and their mineral owners.

Thanks for the opportunity to express my comments and any attention to these items I believe could help with discussion and outcome.

Sincerely,

John D. Adamson

Geologist - Owner
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